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This article reviews experiments to determine the structure of the superconducting gap in
the iron-based superconductors. It focuses on insights provided by measurements of the
temperature dependence of magnetic penetration depth but also discusses the information
provided by other measurements especially thermal conductivity. The article includes back-
ground theory on the types of gap structure suggested for the iron-based superconductors
as well as the general theory of penetration depth in conventional and unconventional
superconductors. The effect of impurity scattering on each candidate gap structure is im-
portant for the interpretation of data and so will also be discussed. Penetration depth data
for single crystals of the following compounds is reviewed: SmFeAsO0.8F0.2, FeTe0.5Se0.5,
LaFePO, KFe2As2 and BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2 along with discussion on related materials such as
K- and Co-doped BaFe2As2.
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r é s u m é

Cet article passe en revue des expériences visant à déterminer la structure du gap su-
praconducteur dans les supraconducteurs à base de fer. Il se focalise sur les informations
obtenues par des mesures de la longueur de pénétration magnétique et de sa dépendance
en température, mais les propriétés obtenues par d’autres moyens de mesures sont aussi
examinées, en particulier la conductivité thermique. L’article comprend une description
théorique de base sur les types de structures de gap suggérées pour les supraconduc-
teurs à base de fer, ainsi que la théorie générale de la longueur de pénétration dans les
supraconducteurs conventionnels et non conventionnels. L’effet de la diffusion des impu-
retés sur chacune des structures de gap candidates, important pour l’interprétation des
données, sera également analysé. Les données de longueurs de pénétration des monocris-
taux des composés suivants sont examinées : SmFeAsO0.8F0.2, FeTe0.5Se0.5, LaFePO, KFe2As2
et BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2 ; des matériaux tels que BaFe2As2 dopé par K et Co seront aussi dis-
cutés.
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Fig. 1. Cross-sections of the Fermi surfaces of the cuprate superconductor Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ [1,2] and the iron-pnictide superconductor LaFePO [3] along with a
schematic showing the sign reversal of the gap function for the dx2−y2 pairing state (cuprate) and s± pairing state (pnictide). The dashed line demarks the
regions where the gap changes sign. For LaFePO the solid box is the Brillouin zone. This has been omitted from the Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ figure for clarity. The
letters (Γ, M) label the symmetry point of the Brillouin zone.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of heavy fermion and high Tc cuprate superconductors it has been common to question whether the
pairing interaction responsible for the superconductivity is the conventional one, as explained in the original BCS theory,
or whether it is something else, for example it may be of magnetic or electronic origin. When a new superconducting
material, or family of materials, is discovered one of the first questions asked concerns the symmetry and anisotropy of
the superconducting gap (which is the superconducting order parameter). The reason for this is that this information is an
essential first step along the road to establishing what is the mechanism of superconductivity in the material.

1.1. Pairing states

In the absence of complicating factors, the superconducting gap will have the same symmetry as the lattice, i.e., it will
have s symmetry with Cooper pairs having zero angular momentum. In fact, in many cases, the scattering rate is sufficiently
large that any intrinsic anisotropy of the gap, resulting from variations of the pairing potential Vkk′ across the Fermi surface,
will be averaged out, so that the gap � will be isotropic (independent of k). The s pairing state will usually have the lowest
energy (and hence highest Tc ) because this makes maximum use of phase space (and electrons) available to be paired.
However, if Vkk′ is repulsive in some or all directions then the gap may develop nodes or deep minima on certain sections
of the Fermi surface. This may involve pairing the electrons in higher momentum states (e.g., l = 2, the d state). The nodes
will generally occur where Vkk′ is most repulsive.

Although the BCS theory originally was used to explain phonon driven superconductivity, the majority of the formalism
also applies to other sources of electron pairing, for example antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. For a material to be
superconducting there must be a solution to the BCS self-consistent gap equation [4]

�k′ = −
∑

k

Vkk′
�k

2(ε2
k + �2

k )
1
2

(1)

where εk are the single electron energies. If Vkk′ is everywhere repulsive (positive) (as it is for some models of pairing
via antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations [5]) then clearly a finite solution to Eq. (1) for �k can only be found if �k changes
sign somewhere on the Fermi surface thereby making both sides of the equation positive. For two-dimensional single band
materials, with a single sheet of Fermi surface, this will inevitably lead to nodes on the Fermi surface, with � changing sign
at these points. However, if there is more than one Fermi surface sheet this is no longer the case as � could be isotropic on
each sheet but have different sign on each of the sheets. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the experimentally determined
Fermi surfaces of the high Tc cuprate superconductor Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ and the iron-pnictide superconductor LaFePO are shown
along with possible pairing states. For the cuprate superconductor the dx2−y2 pairing state has nodes along the (110) direc-
tions and the sign of � is opposite for Cooper pairs travelling in the x- or y-directions respectively. Hence this state has
a lower symmetry than the tetragonal crystal lattice. The situation for LaFePO is quite different. Here, a pairing state has
been proposed [6,7] which has no nodes but which changes sign between the electron (at the zone corner M) and hole (at
the zone centre Γ ) sheets of Fermi surface. This type of pairing state is know as an s± state, reflecting the fact that it does
not break the crystal symmetry (rotating it by π/2 results in the same pattern), but is different from the conventional s
state where there is no sign changing. It can be seen that in both cases, � changes sign for states connected by the vector
(π,π) (in reciprocal lattice units), which in the simplest case is the wave-vector at which the spin-susceptibility (which is
proportional to the strength of the spin-fluctuations assumed to be causing the pairing) is maximum.

Soon after the explosion of research which followed the discovery of high temperature superconductivity (Tc up to 55 K)
in iron-pnictides, it was proposed that the pairing state of this materials would predominately be of the s± type outlined
above. This conclusion was based on the assumption that spin-fluctuations provided the pairing interaction, and that the
strength of these spin-fluctuations would be strong peaked at a wave-vector of (π,π). This latter assumption was based
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on the observation that the Fermi surfaces of the iron-pnictides are close to fulfilling a nesting condition. That is to say
that a wave-vector Q 0 = (π,π) approximately connects all the states on one of the hole sheets to a corresponding state
on one of the electron sheets. Perfect nesting would likely result in an electronic instability leading to magnetically ordered
spin-density wave ground state, whereas imperfect nesting results in a strong broad peak in the dynamic spin susceptibility
χ(q) at q close to Q 0 which can lead to a superconducting ground state [6,7].

Although, the position, shape and size of the Fermi surface sheets in iron-pnictides (typified for the 1111 phases by the
Fermi surface of LaFePO shown in Fig. 1), are strongly suggestive of nesting leading to a peak in χ(q) at q = Q 0, more
detailed calculations show there is further structure in χ(q) which can lead to other pairing channels being favoured over
the simple s± state [8–10]. First of all, transitions between the two electron or two hole sheets give an enhancement of χ(q)

at small q, and the other contributions χ(q) are modified by the different band-characters of the various sheet. For example,
in LaFePO, the outer electron sheet comes from the Fe dxy orbitals whereas the inner hole sheet has strong Fe dxz character.
The matrix element connecting these states is small and hence these states will not contribute strongly to χ(q). A detailed
calculation of both the non-interacting susceptibility (including matrix element effects) and the interacting susceptibility
using the random phase approximation has been performed by Graser et al. [8]. They concluded that the resulting form
of χ(q) favours two pairing states which are quasi-degenerate. Both have nodes on one or more of the Fermi surface sheets.
One of the states has s-symmetry and the other d-symmetry. Clearly, according to this theory (and assuming that spin
fluctuations are the pairing force), small changes in the Fermi surface topology (or character) could have a marked effect on
determining which particular pairing state that has the lowest energy. So it is possible or even likely, that the pairing state
of the iron-based superconductors will not all be the same. Similar conclusions, as to the existence of nodes or not and the
switching between states as a function of the details of the Fermi surface have been reached by other authors [9,10].

Another complicating factor is the three-dimensional structure of the iron-pnictides. In the above, the Fermi surfaces
have been assumed to be predominately two-dimensional. However, even for the 1111-compounds (such as LaFePO) which
are the most two-dimensional [3] there is considerable warping along the c-direction, especially of the electron sheets.
For the 122 compounds such as BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 there is considerable more warping [11]. In this case χ(q) will vary as a
function for kz which could lead to c-axis variation of �. For example, it has been proposed [12] that in BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
the gap nodes are localised to a highly warped section of one of the hole Fermi surface sheets, and that at other kz values
and on all the other Fermi surface sheets the gap is large.

1.2. Experimental probes of pairing states

Measurements of the temperature dependence of the magnetic penetration depth λ, which is the focus of this article,
give important insights into the gap symmetry and anisotropy. Finite temperature causes low lying quasiparticle states to
be populated and when a magnetic field is applied these quasiparticle states will generate a paramagnetic current which
opposes the diamagnetic Meissner screening current and therefore increases λ. Hence, the temperature dependence of λ

essentially probes the energy dependence of the density of state of the quasiparticle excitations D(E). Although many other
experimentally measurable quantities also probe D(E) measurements of λ(T ) have many advantages. As the distance probed
is of order a few thousand Angstroms, λ(T ) is a quasi-bulk probe. Although gross surface degradation will be important,
λ(T ) measurements are considerably less sensitive to this and other surface related issues than for example tunnelling or
photoemission spectroscopy which typically probe a few tens of Angstroms at most. Measurements of other bulk quantities,
notably, thermal conductivity, specific heat and spin susceptibility via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provide important
additional information on the pairing state, and only when all these measurements are understood can definite conclusions
be drawn.

1.3. Magnetic penetration depth

In the clean-limit, local, BCS theory the temperature dependence of the penetration depth is given by [13]

λ−2
x (T ) = λ−2
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and f is the usual Fermi function,

∮
dS refers to an integral over the whole Fermi surface, and vx is the x-component of

the Fermi velocity v F . This is the expression for the component of λ which relates to currents flowing in the x-direction.
Note that in this limit λ(0) is a normal state property (in the Drude model λ−2(0) ∝ n/m) as the superconducting gap
does not enter the expression. The local limit (λ > ξ , where ξ is the coherence length) is usually easily met except close
to a node where ξ , which is proportional to �−1, will diverge. Non-local effects can become important at very low tem-
perature in nodal superconductors [14]. The reference to BCS theory here does not refer to a particular pairing mechanism
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Fig. 2. (a) Quasiparticle density of states for an s (dashed line), dx2−y2 gap function (solid line, Fermi surface averaged) in a quasi-two-dimensional metal
(cuprate), along with the derivative of the Fermi function showing how finite temperature leads to the excitation of quasiparticles which produce a param-
agnetic current and hence increase the penetration depth λ when a field is applied. (b) Temperature dependence of λ for fully gapped and nodal (dx2−y2 )
pairing states.

but rather to the fact that the excitations from the superconducting ground state are assumed to be fermionic Bogolubov
quasiparticles, rather than pair excitations (phase fluctuations) which would be the case if the superconductor was in the
Bose–Einstein limit of local condensing pairs. The crossover between these limits should occur roughly when the coherence
length becomes of order the lattice spacing. Pair excitations will further deplete the condensate and add to the temperature
dependence of λ. It has been suggested that these could be important in underdoped cuprate and organic superconductors
[15–18].

In the approximation that the Fermi velocity is constant, the expression for the temperature dependence of the superfluid
density normalised to its zero temperature value may be simplified to

ρ̃ = λ2(0)

λ2(T )
= 1 + 2

∞∫
0

dE
∂ f (E)

∂ E

D̄(E)

D(0)
(3)

where E is the quasiparticle energy (E2 = ε2 + �2) and D̄(E)/D(0) is the angle averaged superconducting density of states
divided by the normal state value at the Fermi level. The temperature dependence of λ is caused by a paramagnetic current
carried by excited fermionic quasiparticles which partially cancels the screening current from the condensate. For the simple
case of conventional superconductors where the � is constant for all points in k-space then for kB T � �0, λ(T ) varies
exponentially according to

�λ(T )

λ(0)
=

√
π�0

2kB T
e−�0/kB T . (4)

Besides minor differences in prefactors (∼ 10%) the above expression agrees well with the exact numerical solution to Eq. (2)
up to ∼ Tc/3. If the gap is finite everywhere but has different values on different Fermi surface sheets or is anisotropic on
a particular sheet, then the above exponential behaviour will still be found when the temperature is much less than the
minimum gap. So generally, if λ(T ) is essentially temperature independent at low temperature then this should indicate that
there is a large finite gap at all points in k-space. However, if there is a rapid increase of penetration depth with increasing
temperature this is indicative of a small value of the gap somewhere on the Fermi surface.

For the case of two-dimensional line nodes (e.g., the d-wave gap such as that found for cuprate superconductors: �(φ) =
�0 cos 2φ, where φ is the in-plane azimuthal angle) the angle averaged density of states D̄(E) ∝ E at low energy. This leads
to �λ(T ) = λ(T ) − λ(0) ∝ T . More generally, the gap may have a more complicated form involving higher harmonics and
so a useful parameterisation is the so-called triangular gap model [19] where it is assumed that � varies around the Fermi
surface according to �(φ) = min(μ�0φ,�0), where μ�0 = 1/d�/dφ|node is the slope of the gap near the node. With
μ = 2 this produces a very similar form of λ(T /Tc) to the more usual d-wave form �(φ) = �0 cos(2φ). At low temperature
T � Tc , this model predicts

λ2(0)

λ2(T )
� 1 − 4 ln 2T

μ�0
. (5)

So the slope of λ2(0)λ2(T ) with respect to temperature is proportional to the opening angle of the gap with respect to φ

close to the node. Looking again at Eq. (2) it can be seen that in general the position of the nodes on the Fermi surface
can make the temperature dependence of the different directional components of λ different. So for example, for a 2D
orthorhombic material with a rectangular Fermi surface cross-section, if the nodes appear only on the edge of the rectangle
parallel to x, then λy(T ) would show nodal behaviour but λx(T ) would appear fully gapped.
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Fig. 3. Effect of impurity scattering on penetration depth for various pairing states. (a) shows data for pure and Zn-doped YBa2Cu3O6.95 along with fits to
Eq. (6) and is representative of the behaviour of a nodal dx2−y2 gap symmetry with small amounts of disorder (adapted from Bonn et al. [26]). (b) shows
a calculation for the fully gapped s± state. Γ is the scattering rate measured in units of the transition temperature of the pure material. The pure behaviour
is exponential but evolves into a higher power law (with exponent ∼ 2) as impurities are added (adapted from Vorontsov et al. [27]). (c) shows a calculation
for a nodal s± state. The pure behaviour is linear in temperature but evolves into a higher power law (and eventually exponential) as impurities are added
(adapted from Mishra et al. [28]).

In materials with multiple Fermi surface sheets the gap could have different magnitude or even different anisotropy on
each sheet, i.e., some sheets could be fully gapped whereas others have nodes. Examples of such gap function for the iron-
pnictides were discussed above. The integral over the Fermi surface in Eq. (2) can be split so that the integral is done on
each Fermi surface sheet separately, and then the contributions added together. Furthermore, the gap on each sheet does not
necessarily take the BCS weak coupling value. A common approach to dealing with this is the so-called alpha model [20,21].
Here the BCS weak-coupling form of �(T ) is assumed but is multiplied by a temperature independent constant (alpha) to
model the effect of the differing gap values. This approach works approximately because often λ(T ) depends more strongly
on the magnitude of � rather than its precise temperature dependence. Self-consistent schemes [22] for calculating the
temperature dependence of multiple interacting gaps have been developed but are more difficult to implement and often
do not give significantly different results to fits using the weak-coupling forms of �(T ) [23]. The major difference is only
found very close to Tc where there is anyway more experimental uncertainty because of sample inhomogeneity.

1.4. Scattering

The above discussion of the interpretation of λ(T ) data does not take any account of impurity effects. Unfortunately,
impurities are always present in crystals, and in doped iron-based superconductors their influence can be so strong that
they mask the intrinsic behaviour. In a simple classical material with the gap having the same sign on all parts of the
Fermi surface, scattering will simply average out the gap. Roughly, if there is an intrinsic variation of the gap on the Fermi
surface of magnitude δ� then this will be averaged to a uniform level if h̄τ−1 >

√
δ��0 where τ−1 is the scattering

rate and �0 is the average gap [24]. If there is a sign changing gap the situation is more complicated. In single band
cuprate superconductors, scattering will produce a small region close to the sign-changing node where there are broken-
pair quasiparticles even at zero temperature, hence initially increasing the temperature from zero will have less of an effect
than in the clean-limit. λ(T ) will change from its linear-in-temperature behaviour to a quadratic (T 2) behaviour as the
temperature is reduced to below the impurity scattering energy. This cross-over is often modelled using the interpolation
formula [25]

�λ(T ) = aT 2

T + T ∗ (6)

where T ∗ parameterises the strength of the scattering and is related to the impurity scattering rate τ−1 [25].
Intra-band impurity scattering for the s± gap function proposed for the iron-pnictides has a similar effect. Namely, it

produces a term in λ(T ) which varies like T n with n varying according to the strength of the scattering from ∼ 1.2 to ∼ 2
[27]. So although there is a clear difference in the clean limit behaviour for λ(T ) for a nodal (e.g., d-wave) gap function or
a fully gapped s± gap function when impurities are added the behaviour becomes rather similar. In both cases, λ(T ) ∼ T n

with n close to 2. So therefore the observation of a power law dependence of λ(T ) with n ∼ 2 could be consistent either
with intrinsic nodal or fully gapped s± state with impurities. On the other hand, if λ(T ) ∼ T (i.e., n � 1) then this can only
be explained by the presence of gap nodes in the clean-limit.

In the case that there is strong scattering, measurements of the thermal conductivity κ can be very helpful in deter-
mining the pairing state. If there are sign changing gap nodes on one or more Fermi surface sheet then it is expected that
κ/T will have a finite limiting value as T approaches zero (the size of which depends on μ�0 as for the slope of λ(T ) but
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Fig. 4. (a) Low temperature behaviour of the in-plane penetration depth of SmFeAsO0.8F0.2. The solid line is a fit to the simple exponential relation
Eq. (4) and the dashed line includes the effect of normal state paramagnetism, Eq. (7). (b) The calculated superfluid density for SmFeAsO0.8F0.2 assuming
λ(0) = 2600 Å. The solid line is a fit to the two gap models (�1 = 1.1kB Tc , �2 = 1.7kB Tc ) and the dashed line is the simple isotropic BCS behaviour (with
� = 1.76Tc ). The inset shows an expanded view of the low temperature behaviour (after Malone et al. [33]).

crucially not on the amount of impurities [29,30]). Further, the field dependence of κ(T ) is very different for the nodal and
gapped state. So this provides a useful tool to distinguish the two cases. Theory for the field and temperature dependence
of κ for pairing states specific to the iron-based materials can be found in Ref. [31]. Finally, one possible gap-function for
the iron-pnictides has non-sign changing gap nodes. Such nodes (sometimes termed accidental nodes) are lifted by impurity
scattering as in the case of a simple s-wave superconductor with slight gap anisotropy, and hence the material which in
the clean-limit has gap nodes will become fully gapped as impurities are added [28]. The behaviour will therefore be some-
what opposite to the fully gapped s± case, i.e., in the clean-limit λ(T ) ∼ T but as dirt is added λ(T ) ∼ T 2 and eventually
λ(T ) ∼ exp(�/kB T ). The three different behaviours are illustrated in Fig. 3.

2. Experimental results

This section will review some of the experimental penetration depth data on the iron-based superconductors, concen-
trating on data which has been obtained by the Bristol group in collaboration with colleagues in other institutions. The
results will be put into a broader context with discussion of results on related materials and other techniques by different
groups.

Given the anisotropic nature of λ(T ) and more importantly the necessity to have undamaged pristine surfaces (on the
length scale of λ), it is important to make measurements on high quality single crystal samples. These are often very small
and so high sensitivity apparatus is needed to measure the small changes in λ(T ). The data described here were all taken
using a radio frequency inductive method, where the superconducting shielding volume (and hence penetration depth) is
determined by measuring the self-inductance of a copper coil into which the sample is placed. The coil forms part of a
tank circuit which is driven by a tunnel diode at low temperature and at a frequency between 12 and 15 MHz. The probe
field is very small (∼ 1 μT) so contributions from vortices are minimal and in all cases discussed here was directed parallel
to c, so that only in-plane currents were excited and the results reflect the behaviour of the in-plane penetration depth. The
apparatus [32] is described in more detail in papers detailed below.

2.1. 1111-materials: SmFeAsO1−xFy

The 1111-compound SmFeAsO1−xFy is of special importance because when optimally doped this has the highest Tc =
55 K of any iron-pnictide [34] discovered to date. Indeed, it was the discovery of this which first drew many researchers into
the field as many thought that this heralded the imminent discovery of materials within this series with far higher Tc . So
far this has not happened, but attention has nevertheless been sustained by the many other fascinating properties of these
compounds, such as the similarities with the cuprates and that the pairing is likely not driven by conventional electron–
phonon coupling.

Small plate-like single crystals with nominal composition SmFeAsO0.8F0.2 were used for this study with typical dimen-
sions (80 × 80 × 20) μm3 (the smallest dimension was along the c-axis). The size of these samples are at the limit of the
Bristol apparatus so the signal-to-noise level is lower than that normally achieved. The samples have a sharp superconduct-
ing transition with a Tc � 44 K (see Fig. 4). Hence the samples are slightly off optimal doping but are nevertheless the sharp
transition suggests that they are very homogeneous.

The results at low temperature show that below T � 7 K λ(T ) tends to a constant value (Fig. 4), which suggests that
there is a sizeable gap on all the parts of the Fermi surface. However, at T = 3.2 K there is a sharp downturn in the data
which is likely to be due to the antiferromagnetic ordering of the Sm ion moments [35,36]. The solid line in Fig. 4 is a fit
of the data to Eq. (4) between T = 3.2 K and 15 K. The lower temperature limit was chosen to avoid the influence of the
Sm ion ordering transition. The gap value was found to be 58 ± 3 K, with very similar values found in two other samples.
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This gap value gives �0/kB Tc = 1.1 ± 0.1, which is significantly lower than the weak-coupling s-wave BCS value of 1.76,
and suggests the possibility of significant gap anisotropy or multiple gaps such as is found in, for example, NbSe2 [37]
and MgB2 [38]. The effect of a second (or multiple) gap is best appreciated by analysing the temperature dependence of
the normalised superfluid density which is related the measured �λ(T ) by ρ̃ = [λ(0)/(λ(0) + �λ(T ))2]. As the value of
λ(0) is not easily accessible in susceptibility measurements like those described here, this value is estimated from other
experiments, for example μSR. Also because of surface roughness the effective values of λ(0) are usually higher than the
bulk values. In Fig. 4 ρ̃ is shown with a representative value of λ(0) = 2600 Å. Different values of λ(0) within ± 20% have
only a minor quantitative effect on the result. The dashed line in the figure shows the isotropic s-wave BCS prediction
with �0 = 1.76kB Tc . Although this is an acceptable fit to the higher temperature data it fails to account for the lowest
temperature data because the gap is too large (as shown by the low temperature exponential fits described above). However,
a two gap fit, where both gaps are assumed to be isotropic s-wave gaps, agrees with the data very well over most of the
temperature range, except very close to Tc where inhomogeneity and fluctuation effects become important. The value of the
larger gap is determined to be �2/kB Tc = 1.7 ± 0.2 which accounts for 80 ± 5% of the superfluid density. It should be noted
that in cases where the two gaps are not very different it is difficult to experimentally differentiate between models where
the gap is different on separate Fermi surface sheets (i.e., the above two gap model) and where the gap various continuously
on all sheets [37]. Controlled studies of the influence of impurities on Tc and λ(T ) are very useful in this regard.

The apparent ordering of the Sm ions at 3.2 K highlights the effect of magnetism on the behaviour of the penetration
depth. If the normal state is paramagnetic the susceptibility enters the analysis both as a result of modifying the solution
of London’s equation so that the field penetrates a shorter distance into the conductor and also gives a paramagnetic
contribution from the region of the sample where the field has penetrated [39]. The end result is that the apparent measured
penetration depth λm is related to the London depth λL (for example as given by Eq. (2)) by λm(T ) = λL(T )

√
1 + χN (T )

where χN (T ) is the normal state susceptibility [39]. Assuming a simple Curie law form for χN (T ) then for χN (T ) � 1 the
additional contribution to the measured penetration depth due to the normal state paramagnetism is given by

�λNP = niλL(0)μ0μ
2
e

6kB V cellT
(7)

where ni is the number of magnetic ions per unit cell, V cell is the unit cell volume and μe is the effective magnetic moment
of the paramagnetic ion. In cuprate superconductors, Cooper showed that this correction changed the apparent almost flat
low temperature behaviour of λm in Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4−y to an approximate T 2 power law, thus showing that the data
were consistent with a d-wave gap anisotropy (in the dirty limit) rather than a fully gapped state as was previous thought.
However, applying this analysis to the Sm-1111 case does not make a significant difference to the results, basically because
the expected normal state magnetism is too weak at the minimum temperature. It is not possible to fit the data with a
power-law temperature exponent of less than around 3 with realistic value of the Curie constant. Although, of course, having
to make assumptions about the normal state magnetism does give some ambiguity to the result.

Penetration depth data for PrFeAsO1−y (Tc = 35 K) [40] also show evidence for fully gapped behaviour similar to that
reported here. Again, to fit the full temperature dependence of ρ̃ a two gap model was required. For this compound there
was no evidence of rare earth ion ordering. However, for Nd-1111 member of this series a strong upturn in λm was ob-
served at low temperature consistent with the magnetic contributions discussed above [41]. After subtracting this magnetic
contribution fits suggested that a T 2 power law described the data better. Data for La-1111 also showed a T 2 behaviour
this time without a low T upturn [41].

2.2. Disordered materials: FeTe0.5Se0.5 and Co/K-doped Ba-122

The iron-chalcogenide compounds FeTexSey share many properties with their iron-pnictide counterparts. Both families
have Fermi surfaces composed of similar quasi-two-dimensional electron and hole pockets [43,44] and so if this unusual
Fermi surface topology is the origin of the superconductivity and other unusual properties then many similarities should
be expected between them. Conversely, the differences could highlight what are the most important parameters for high
Tc superconductivity. The iron-chalcogenides have the benefit of having a much simpler structure than their iron-pnictide
counterparts because there are no guest ions or interleaved layers separating the iron-chalcogenide layers. Although FeSe
has a Tc up to 37 K under pressure [45–47], at ambient pressure the composition FeTe0.5Se0.5 seems to have this highest
Tc (∼14 K) [48].

The low temperature behaviour of �λ(T ) is shown in Fig. 5. There is no evidence of any saturation and below T � 0.5 K
there is a small upturn in �λ(T ). As described above, this upturn almost certainly results from normal state paramagnetism
and so the data are fitted to a �λ(T ) = AT n + C

T + λoffset. This equation fits the data very well, with n = 2.2 ± 0.1, C =
1.24 Å/K. This value of C corresponds to an average moment of 0.16μB per unit cell (assuming λL(0) = 5000 Å) [49]. This
small moment could come from the bulk Fe atoms or possibly from a small amount of free Fe impurities (although none
were detected in X-ray measurements of this sample [42]).

The observed power law exponent is close to 2 which could indicate either a nodal state in the presence of disorder or
instead could result from strong interband scattering between two intrinsically fully gapped Fermi surface sheets with sign
changing gap between the sheets (i.e., the fully gapped s± state). This behaviour is typical of highly disordered iron-based
superconductors. In particular, very similar behaviour is found for the Co-doped Ba-122 series [50,51], Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2,
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Fig. 5. (a) Low temperature behaviour of in-plane penetration depth of single crystal FeTe0.5Se0.5. The solid symbols are the raw data and solid line is a fit
including a Curie-like normal state paramagnetic term. The open symbol shows the data with this Curie term subtracted and the fit is then just to a power
law �λ = AT n + B . (b) The same data plotted against T 2 along with a straight line fit (after Serafin et al. [42]).

Fig. 6. (a) Low temperature in-plane penetration depth of single crystal LaFePO. (b) Same data plotted as normalised superfluid density, with difference
choices for λ(0) as indicated along with a fit to a power-law. The normalisation factor is chosen so that for λ(0) = ∞ the quantity plotted, 1

2 λ(0)[1 −
λ2(0)/{λ(0) + �λ(T )}2], exactly equals the raw data �λ(T ). The inset shows the dependence of the power-law exponent on the choice of λ(0) (after
Fletcher et al. [58]).

where the dopant substitutes directly into the Fe plane which is responsible for the conduction in the normal and supercon-
ducting states. The results for K-doped Ba-122 are controversial. Martin et al. [52] conclude that a T 2 power law is obeyed
however, Hashimoto et al. [53] show that �λ(T ) depends very strongly on the disorder in the sample (Ba1−xKxFe2As2 is
highly air sensitive so must be protected from contact with air), and tends towards an exponential dependence for their best
sample. This and the observed dependence of λ(T ) on induced irradiation damage [54] in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is exactly the
behaviour expected if the pairing state is intrinsically fully gapped s± but is strongly disordered. This view is also supported
by the thermal conductivity measurements. In Co- and K-doped Ba-122 [55,56] as well as FeSex [57] measurements suggest
that the value of κ/T extrapolated to a very small value at T = 0 (compared to the normal state value) and hence indicates
the absence of sign-changing gap nodes in these materials [31].

2.3. Low disorder/low Tc : LaFePO, KFe2As2

The iron phosphide superconductor LaFePO was actually the first iron-pnictide superconductor discovered in 2006 [59].
However, at that time it received only limited attention because it has a relatively low Tc ∼ 6 K. It is isomorphic with
LaFeAsO (La-1111) and it was the discovery of high Tc superconductivity [60] (especially under pressure, Tc up to 43 K)
[61] in this latter compound which sparked the iron-pnictide field. The relatively low Tc of LaFePO has been linked to
the fact that the Fe–P bond angles depart substantially from those of a regular tetrahedron [62]. Unlike the correspond-
ing As-based compound, nominally undoped LaFePO is non-magnetic and superconducting [63], and crucially it is very
clean with mean-free paths of order 1000 Å [3]. Its Fermi surface has been accurately determined by de Haas–van Alphen
measurements [3] and is found to be in close agreement with conventional band-structure calculations with a modest
renormalisation (factor 2) of the quasiparticle masses. Its Fermi surface is almost identical to that predicted for LaFeAsO.

The low temperature in-plane penetration depth data, shown in Fig. 6 is approximately linear with T which is strongly
indicative of nodes in the order parameter. A variable power law fit, i.e. �λ(T ) ∝ T n for T < 1 K gives n = 1.2 ± 0.1. For
a nodal gap structure the normalised superfluid density ρ̃ = [λ(0)/λ(T )]2 varies linearly over a much wider range of T
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Fig. 7. (a) Fermi surface of KFe2As2 estimated from fits to the dHvA data. (b) Low temperature behaviour of the in-plane superfluid density of single crystal
KFe2As2 (after Hashimoto et al. [71]).

than λ(T ) however, it is not trivial to estimate λ(0) for LaFePO because at present there is no single crystal μSR data.
Measurements of polycrystalline samples [64] suggest λ(0) � 2400 Å, however, μSR data for λ needs to be viewed with
some caution in cases where a well formed flux lattice has not been demonstrated [65]. Given this uncertainty and that in
the calibration factor relating the observed oscillator frequency shift to �λ(T ) it is useful to see how the variation in the
assumed value of λ(0) affects the calculated temperature dependence of ρ̃ . In Fig. 6 the temperature dependent part of the
superfluid density (�ρ̃ = 1 − ρ̃) multiplied by a scale factor λ(0)/2 is plotted. For λ(0) = ∞ this is exactly equal to �λ(T )

and so the figure shows directly how different assumed values of λ(0) effect the temperature dependence of the superfluid
density. The range of λ(0) values plotted encompasses our uncertainty in our calibration factors and also λ(0). A fit of ρ̃ to
a power law, shows that the exponent is equal to unity within an uncertainty of 5% with λ(0) in the range 2000–4000 Å.

The importance of the observation of a linear T dependence of the superfluid density over a wide range of temperature
is that it is very difficult to produce this from extrinsic effects. Magnetism, and impurities both cause the T dependence
of λ to weaken. Although power-laws (with n ∼ 2) point towards an unconventional gap symmetry they can be produced
either with or without nodes. However, the linear dependence observed here strongly points towards nodes. This is further
supported both by independent measurements of λ(T ) using a miniature SQUID magnetometer [66], and also measurement
of thermal conductivity [67]. For LaFePO, κ/T has a large residual value at low T .

One point which is worth further discussion is that it has been suggested [68] that perfectly stoichiometric LaFePO is
not superconducting and is only superconducting if there is an oxygen deficiency or if it is doped with F. If this is correct it
could be that samples may have macroscopically separated regions of superconducting and non-superconducting material.
Proximity coupling between these components can give a strong T dependence to λ over a limited temperature interval, but
invariably there will be a strong down turn as the normal metal part becomes fully superconducting [69]. For LaFePO there
was no sign of such a downturn in any of the samples measured and indeed in the best samples the SQUID microscopy
showed that the screening was very homogeneous [66].

Another very clean iron-based superconductor is KFe2As2. The sample used for the penetration depth study had residual
resistance ratios of more than 1000, and again dHvA oscillations could be used to map out the Fermi surface [70]. This
material can be viewed as the end member of the Ba1−xKxFe2As2 and has a low Tc ∼ 3 K. The material is very air sensitive
so samples were enveloped in grease when handled in air. Unlike other iron-based superconductors the Fermi surface does
not have the characteristic electron and hole pockets. Compared to BaFe2As2 it has one extra hole per unit cell, this leads
to the crossing of an extra band near the M-point and the electron pockets transform in to small hole cylinders. In Fig. 7
an estimate of the Fermi surface topology based on best fits of the band-structure to the dHvA data is shown.

The penetration depth data, like LaFePO, show a strong linear behaviour, again consistent with line nodes. The superfluid
density calculated with an estimated [71] value of λ(0) is shown in Fig. 7. At the lowest temperatures T /Tc � 0.07 λ(T )

begins to flatten which is consistent with a small amount of impurity scattering. The size of the slope of ρ̃(T ) shows that
the reduction in superfluid density is occurring over a large portion of the Fermi surface. This mean that there must be
either horizontal or vertical line nodes on one or more of the zone centre hole sheets. The conclusion that there are line
nodes in this material is also supported by NQR [72], specific-heat [72], thermal conductivity [73] measurements as well as
measurements of λ(T ) using small angle neutron scattering [74].

2.4. Low disorder/ high Tc: BaFe2(As1−xPx)2

From the above account of the differences in behaviour of λ(T ) between the higher Tc 1111-compounds, Co/K-doped
Ba-122/FeSeTe and the low Tc materials LaFePO and KFe2As2, it is natural to question whether the nodal behaviour is a
consequence or cause of their low Tc . That is to say, is the nodal state in LaFePO because the higher Tc nodeless pairing
channel is not operative in this material? Insight into this question can be found in studies of the P-doped Ba-122 system
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Fig. 8. (a) Low temperature in-plane penetration depth of single crystal BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2. The inset shows the susceptibility close to the transition. (b) The
superfluid density. In this experiment λ(0) was measured directly using microwave measurements. The solid line going through the data is a fit to Eq. (6).
The other line emphasises the linear behaviour (after Hashimoto et al. [75]).

BaFe2(As1−xPx)2. Here P is an isovalent substitution for As, so there is no charge doping involved. The P substitution does
however cause a substantial reduction in the lattice c/a ratio and hence its main effect is applying chemical pressure. The
end member BaFe2As2 a spin-density-wave itinerant antiferromagnet, and doping it with P causes the ordering temperature
to fall, and the material first becomes superconducting at x � 0.16 [76]. The Tc is maximum at x = 0.33 and then at x = 0.7
Tc is again zero and the ground state is a paramagnetic metal. Importantly, the isovalent As/P substitution seems to produce
considerable less disorder on the conducting Fe plane than other charged dopants (K/Co) so that the residual resistance
remains low [76] and quantum oscillations are observable up to at least x = 0.41 (Tc = 25 K) [11].

The in-plane penetration depth data for single crystal BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2 are shown in Fig. 8. The low temperature
behaviour of �λ(T ) is linear which is again indicative of nodes. At the lowest temperatures there is a flattening of the
linear behaviour which in some samples turns into a small upturn at the lowest temperatures. This is probably due to
paramagnetic impurities or intrinsic paramagnetism of the normal state but could also result from the presence of low
energy Andreev bound states [77]. A fit using the dirty d-wave formula Eq. (6) gives T ∗ = 1.3 K = 0.04Tc which is a small
value comparable to that found for good quality optimally doped YBa2Cu3O6−δ [78,26].

There is strong corroboration of this result both from thermal conductivity [71] and NMR data [79] which both also give
clear indications of a nodal sign-changing pairing state. So it would appear that for the Ba-122 structure there are pairing
states with nodes [BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2] and without nodes [Ba0.45K0.55Fe2As2] [53] which have a similar Tc of ∼30 K. This
is unusual (if not unique) because, as mentioned in the introduction, nodes reduce the number of electrons which can pair
so generally a nodal state has a lower Tc than one without nodes. It has been suggested that this might be explained if
the nodes occur on a sheet of Fermi surface which is not strongly involved in the pairing [12]. These calculations suggest
that the nodes occur on the largest hole sheet of Fermi surface and occur only close to the top of the Brillouin zone. This
however, has not yet been verified experimentally.

3. Conclusions

Investigations of the nature of pairing in the iron-based superconductors continue to be of considerable interest with
much rapid progress being made both experimentally and theoretically. The experiments described above seem to point to
at least two different pairing states being operative. In one class of materials, LaFePO, KFe2As2 and BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 there
is clear evidence of line nodes, whereas in another, 1111-materials (SmFeAsO1−xFy), K- and Co-doped Ba-122, and FeSexTey

there do not appear to be any sign-changing nodes. The existence of nodes in BaFe2(As0.66P0.33)2 clearly shows that nodes
are not solely linked to low Tc materials. It may be co-incidental but it is worth remarking that so far all the nodal materials
that have been discovered are much cleaner (longer mean-free-paths) than the nodeless ones. To what extent disorder plays
a role in determining the gap structure is at the moment unclear. Theoretical treatments to date suggest it does not play any
role, apart from obscuring the intrinsic behaviour in experimental quantities that probe the density of states (penetration
depth, specific heat, NMR).

The picture that seems to be emerging is that the pairing interaction is driven by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations
and the multi-band nature of the Fermi surface leads to a number of competing pairing channels which are close in energy.
In the majority of materials, five Fe d-bands cross the Fermi level (or are close to crossing it) and small differences in
the energies of these bands can lead to significant changes in the Fermi surface topology. This in turn leads to changes in
the frequency and momentum dependence of the spin-susceptibility which, in this model, affects the pairing. This scenario
is however, still far from being verified. For example, it has recently been argued that the effect of impurities on the
superconductivity is far less than that calculated from an s± type gap (with or without nodes) [80] and that paring may
instead be mediated by orbital fluctuations [81] which leads to a non-sign changing s++ gap. Further experimental work on
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looking at the systematics of variation of the pairing states across the various iron-based superconducting families and how
these are effected by the addition of controlled amounts of impurities will help to answer these questions.
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